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Abstract

Standard IDDQ testing is limited by the ability to distin-
guish a small fault current from a large background leak-
age current: this limitation is overcome in FPGAs by differ-
ential IDDQ testing. Partitioning of interconnects—dividing
the interconnect resources of an FPGA into groups—further
increases the detectability of a fault current.

Fault location can be achieved by iteratively applying
partitioned differential IDDQ testing to eliminate fault-free
nets. The location algorithm, easily automated, requires
very few configurations and IDDQ measurements, logarith-
mic to the number of initially-suspected faulty nets.

1. Introduction

The background leakage current—the steady-state cur-
rent drawn by an integrated circuit—has dramatically in-
creased with the shrinking dimensions of deep sub-micron
process technologies. Consequently,IDDQ testing has be-
come more challenging: it is difficult to distinguish a small
fault current from a large background leakage current.

The IDDQ of an FPGA is especially high due to (1) the
large number of routing resources, and (2) the driving of un-
used interconnects to a fixed logic value to reduce noise and
crosstalk. By using the magnitude of the difference between
two IDDQ measurements to detect an interconnect bridging
fault, the large background leakage current is eliminated.
Because the interconnection network consumes up to 80%
of the die area, it is the primary challenge in FPGA testing.

In contrast to previousIDDQ techniques, no test vectors
are needed to activate faults: programming an FPGA with a
test configuration sets the logic value of each interconnect.
Additionally, by iteratively partitioning and eliminating in-
terconnects, automated fault location is achieved.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Relevant
IDDQ techniques are surveyed in Sec. 2. A generic FPGA
structure is given in Sec. 3. DifferentialIDDQ is presented in
Sec. 4, followed by partitioning in Sec. 5. Fault location is
discussed in Sec. 6. Finally, the paper concludes in Sec. 7.

2. Previous Work

Certain shorts—shorts to power or ground and stuck-on
transistor defects—are only detected viaIDDQ testing in var-
ious multiplexer implementations [1]. This is especially
critical in an FPGA with switch matrices, which are im-
plemented as transmission-gate multiplexers, [2,3].

IDDQ is used to detect an excessive current caused by a
defect. Standard, or single-threshold,IDDQ testing involves
applying test vectors that set the logic value of some inter-
nal nodes to activate bridging faults. For each test vector an
IDDQ is measured (after transients settle). If any measure-
ment is greater than some threshold, the device fails [4–8].
Differential IDDQ testing, current signature analysis, and
current ratios have been proposed as improvements.

Differential IDDQ testing, or∆IDDQ, employs the discrete
first derivative ofIDDQ as a function of vector number,i, to
detect a fault,∆IDDQi = IDDQi − IDDQi−1, [9–11]. Because
the difference between successive pairs ofIDDQ measure-
ments is used, vector order is very important.

Current signature analysis does not place a restriction on
vector order: anIDDQ is measured for every vector and then
ordered based on magnitude. A discontinuity in the result-
ing IDDQ signature, greater than some threshold, indicates a
bridging fault is present [12, 13]. Storage and comparison
of IDDQ measurements to only the maximum and minimum
previously-measured values is required for implementation.

Finally, the current ratio method also employs a compar-
ison to previously-determined maximum and minimum val-
ues. Dynamic thresholds are calculated based on the ratio
of the maximum to the minimum [14].

3. FPGA Structure

An FPGA contains both logic and routing resources. The
logic resources are the hardware within the basic building
blocks: logic blocks, input/output blocks, multiplier blocks,
and block RAMs. A logic block contains the combinational
and sequential elements needed to perform logic functions:
SRAM Look-up Tables(LUTs) implement combinational



functions and bistables are used in sequential designs. An
input/output block is used to pass signals between an FPGA
and an external device. Blocks are interconnected by the
routing resources, or interconnection network: intercon-
nects,switch matrices, Programmable Interconnect Points
(PIPs), multiplexers, buffers, and vias. A switch matrix (or
programmable multiplexer) is made up primarily of PIPs,
joining interconnects to form anet. A PIP is a pass transis-
tor controlled by an associated memory cell that determines
whether the PIP ison (conducting) oroff (non-conducting).

Finally, an FPGA isconfigured, or programmed, with
a configurationbitstream, that determines which logic and
routing resources are used, and in what manner.

4. Differential IDDQ Testing

4.1. Overview

In the differentialIDDQ testing method for FPGAs, test
configurations replace test vectors. Each configuration sets
the logic value of some interconnects to the opposite logic
value as that of the rest and the resultingIDDQ is measured.

First, the device is configured such that all interconnects
are driven to the same logic value, say logic-1, and a ref-
erence current,IDDQre f , is measured. Since no bridging
faults are activated, the reference current is simply the back-
ground leakage current, for example the sum of all source-
to-substrate leakage and sub-threshold drain currents.

Next, the device is configured a number of times, each
time setting some subset of the interconnects to the opposite
logic value as that of the rest, say logic-0. For each configu-
ration, a total current,IDDQtot , is measured. Since any bridg-
ing fault between any interconnect driven to logic-0 and any
driven to logic-1 is activated, each total current includesa
possible fault current,IDDQf ault , an interconnect leakage cur-
rent between the opposite-valued interconnects,IDDQint , and
the original background leakage current,IDDQre f .

By subtracting the reference current (measured only
once) from a single total current to get a single signature
current,IDDQsig, a small fault current is more easily detected.
However, because the difference in two measurements is
used, thereby doubling the variance, it is not possible to de-
tect arbitrarily small faults currents.

IDDQsig = IDDQtot − IDDQre f

= (IDDQre f + IDDQint + IDDQf ault)− IDDQre f

= IDDQint + IDDQf ault

4.2. Test Configurations

In a configured FPGA there areusedandunusedinter-
connects: the former are part of some net in a configuration

while the latter are not. Each net is driven by either a LUT
or a bistable. Only device configuration is needed to control
these logic elements and thus set the logic values of the used
interconnects. The Boolean function a LUT implements de-
termines its output value: logic-0 whenF = 0, logic-1 when
F = 1. The initial condition of a bistable determines its out-
put value: logic-0 wheninit = 0, logic-1 wheninit = 1.
Unused interconnects are driven to a fixed logic value by
hardware, logic-1 in Xilinx and Altera FPGAs.

4.2.1. Application-independent FPGA

An application-independent FPGA is one whose con-
figuration may change several times throughout its life-
time. Since the customer’s designs are not knowna pri-
ori, all resources must be guaranteed to be defect-free by
the manufacturer. Using differentialIDDQ testing to detect
all interconnect bridging faults requires generating several
test configurations that set adjacent interconnects to oppo-
site logic values. In each configuration the used intercon-
nects are driven to logic-0, activating any bridging fault to
any unused interconnect (logic-1). Figure 1 shows the per-
configuration steps for differentialIDDQ testing. Steps 1 and
2 can be interchanged with steps 3 and 4, respectively.

1. Configure FPGA to drive all interconnects to logic-1

2. Measure reference current,IDDQre f

3. Configure FPGA to drive used interconnects to logic-0 and
unused interconnects to logic-1

4. Measure total current,IDDQtot

5. Determine signature current,IDDQsig = IDDQtot − IDDQre f

6. Is IDDQsig > threshold?

(a) Yes, device fails configuration

(b) No, device passes configuration

Figure 1: Per-configuration Test Flow

Minimizing the number of configurations, and thus the
number ofIDDQ measurements, is paramount to reducing
test time, since it takes roughly 4–8 ms to configure a Xil-
inx Virtex-II FPGA (dependent on size) and nearly 20 ms
to measure theIDDQ. Although there are thousands of inter-
connects, the tiled layout and bus-oriented (grouped) inter-
connection network can be exploited to minimize the num-
ber of configurations needed to test for all single and most
multiple bridging faults between adjacent interconnects∗.

In a Virtex-II FPGA with eight metal layers [2], assume
each interconnect type is routed within a single layer:hori-
zontal long, vertical long, horizontal hex, vertical hex, hor-
izontal double, vertical double, direct, and fast. Driving

∗Bridging faults involving more than two adjacent interconnects are
not considered in the number-of-configurations estimate. To detect these
faults, several additional configurations are needed.



Table 1: XC3S50 DifferentialIDDQ Experimental Results
Device IDDQre f Fault-free Faulty IDDQf ault ds dr i

(mA) IDDQtot (mA) IDDQsig (mA) IDDQtot (mA) IDDQsig (mA) (mA)

1 1.66 1.81 0.15 2.09 0.42 0.27 0.13 0.64 5.0
2 1.72 1.91 0.19 2.20 0.48 0.29 0.13 0.60 4.6
3 1.53 1.66 0.12 1.93 0.40 0.27 0.14 0.69 4.9
4 1.90 2.07 0.17 2.35 0.45 0.28 0.12 0.63 5.2
5 1.60 1.74 0.14 2.01 0.41 0.27 0.14 0.66 4.9

every other interconnect of a particular type to logic-0 (in-
terleaving [15]) activates all faults between adjacent inter-
connects within a metal layer. Interleaving on only every
other layer ensures that bridging faults between layers are
also activated. Thus, in addition to the configuration used to
measure the reference current, only four configurations are
needed to detect all bridging faults: two for odd metal layers
and two for even layers. Layout information is needed for a
more accurate (and admittedly slightly larger) estimate.

4.2.2. Application-dependent FPGA

An application-dependent FPGA is one whose config-
uration remains unchanged throughout its lifetime. Only
the resources enabling the customer’s design to function—
the used resources—are guaranteed to be defect-free: un-
used resources may be defective. Currently Xilinx offers
application-dependent FPGAs through EasyPath [16].

Although bridging faults between used interconnects
may be detected by Boolean testing [17–20], bridging faults
between used and unused interconnects (used-unused bridg-
ing faults) may not be. Due to the extensive use of NMOS
pass transistors in the interconnection network, which pass
a weak logic-1 but a strong logic-0, a bridging defect be-
haves as a wired-AND fault: the stronger logic-0 dominates.
Consequently, if unused interconnects are driven to logic-1,
a used-unused bridging fault appears only as a delay on the
used interconnect, which may not be detected by Boolean
testing. Detection of used-unused bridging faults is impor-
tant for high device reliability and low power consumption.

In addition to the configuration used to measure the ref-
erence current, just one configuration can detect all used-
unused bridging faults. All used LUTs are configured to
implement the functionF = 0 and all used bistables are
given the initial conditioninit = 0: routing of nets remains
unchanged. To prevent aset/resetinput from causing a
bistable to drive a logic-1 on its output net, it must be made
active-high or synchronous, or disconnected.

4.3. Experimental Results

A fault is injected in a dense configuration that uses
3.66% of all PIPs. An unused PIP joining a used and unused

interconnect is programmed to be on, emulating a bridg-
ing defect of roughly 1 kΩ or stuck-on PIP [21]. Figure 2a
shows a PIP and its associated SRAM cell, Fig. 2b shows a
PIP in the off state and a real bridging defect, and Fig. 2c
shows a PIP in the on state emulating a bridging defect.

M

(a) PIP Joining
Interconnects

0

(b) Real Bridging
Defect

1

(c) Emulated
Bridging Defect

Figure 2: Bridging Defect Emulation

The detectabilityof a fault current is a measure of how
large it is with respect to theIDDQ measurement: a larger
detectability means the fault current is more easily detected.
In standardIDDQ testing, the detectability,ds, is the ratio of
the fault current,IDDQf ault , and the total current,IDDQtot . In
differential IDDQ testing, the detectability,dr , becomes the
ratio of the fault current,IDDQf ault , and the signature cur-
rent, IDDQsig. Finally, the improvement, i, of differential
IDDQ testing over standardIDDQ testing is the ratio of the
detectabilities of the two methods,dr andds.

ds =
IDDQf ault

IDDQtot

dr =
IDDQf ault

IDDQsig

i =
dr

ds
=

IDDQtot

IDDQsig

Table 1 shows the resulting reference currents,IDDQre f ,
the total and signature currents for the fault-free and faulty
cases,IDDQtot and IDDQsig, respectively, and the fault cur-
rents,IDDQf ault , for five Spartan-III, 90 nm XC3S50 devices.
It can be seen that differentialIDDQ testing has approxi-
mately a five-fold improvement over standardIDDQ testing
for the injected bridging fault. Furthermore, note that the
total current of device 4 in the fault-free case is greater than
that of devices 3 and 5 in the faulty case. If the threshold for
standardIDDQ testing is set to, say 2.0 mA, device 4 would
fail when fault-free (false failure) and device 3 would pass
when faulty (test escape). In contrast, a threshold for differ-
entialIDDQ testing can be unambiguously determined, since
for each device the faulty signature current is at least double
the fault-free signature current.



5. Partitioning

5.1. Overview

The amount of background leakage current (reference
current) increases with FPGA size. Also, interconnect leak-
age current, and thus total current, increases at a faster rate
than reference current because of the larger number of PIPs
contributing to the leakage between opposite-valued inter-
connects. This is further aggravated by shrinking manufac-
turing process dimensions. Consequently, signature current
increases, making it more difficult to detect a bridging fault.

Consider a single test configuration whose used intercon-
nects compose the setS. This configuration, that tests for
bridging faults between any interconnect inS and any in-
terconnect not inS, can be divided, orpartitioned, into N
smaller configurations, each testing only a subset of the in-
terconnects ofS. Thus, instead of measuring one total cur-
rent for the original configuration,N total currents are mea-
sured, one for each of theN smaller configurations,

For simplicity and without loss of generality, assume that
each partition contains 1/Nth of the interconnects inS. Be-
cause each partition also contains approximately 1/Nth the
number of PIPs, each interconnect leakage current is re-
duced byN. Since the reference current, still measured only
once, does not change, each signature current (except for
any corresponding to a partition that contains a fault) is also
reduced byN. Therefore, the detectability ratio increases:
the fault current is more easily detected. Note that the par-
titions of S need not be disjoint: the only requirement is
that every interconnect ofSbelongs to at least one partition.
Additionally,N threshold values are now required.

5.2. Experimental Results

A fault is injected in a very dense sequential configura-
tion that uses 2.99% of all PIPs. For each of five Spartan-
III, 90 nm XC3S1000 devices, theIDDQ is measured as de-
scribed in Sec 4.3. Figures 3a and 3b show the resulting de-
tectability and improvement ratios,dr and i, respectively,
for one to six partitions. Both the detectability and improve-
ment ratios increase with the number of partitions. Roughly
six partitions are needed to obtain detectability ratios ap-
proximately equal to those of the smaller XC3S50 devices.

It is found for the larger XC3S1000 devices that the in-
jected bridging fault results in a fault current,IDDQf ault , ap-
proximately twice as large as that for the smaller XC3S50
devices. Subsequently, the improvement of differential
IDDQ testing over standardIDDQ testing is much greater for
the larger FPGAs. For a single partition an increase be-
tween six- and fourteen-fold results, and for six partitions
an increase between twelve- and sixteen-fold results.
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Figure 3: Experimental Results for Partitioned FPGA

6. Fault Location

6.1. Overview

Partitioned differentialIDDQ testing can be used to locate
a bridging fault to a single net, afaulty net, which contains
one of the bridged interconnects. The location algorithm,
locating single or multiple bridging faults, requires veryfew
configurations andIDDQ measurements, logarithmic to the
number of initially-suspected faulty nets. The technique is
therefore practical for even the largest FPGAs.

Initially, all of the used interconnects of a failing differen-
tial IDDQ test configuration (for an application-independent
FPGA) or failing design (for an application-dependent
FPGA) are suspected faulty. Because an entire net, not an
individual interconnect, is driven by a logic element, the
location algorithm identifies a faulty net. Once a net is lo-
cated, the individual faulty interconnect can be determined
by a remove-and-reroute technique [22] using differential
IDDQ testing, which will not be discussed further.

A faulty net is located by iteratively applying partitioned
differentialIDDQ testing to eliminate fault-free nets from the
set of suspected faulty nets,S, until only a single net re-



Table 2: XC3S50 Fault Location
Iteration Partition 1 Partition 2 SAfter

P1 IDDQsig1
(mA) P2 IDDQsig2

(mA) Elimination

0 CLK,n0,n1,n2,n3,n4 0.21 - - CLK,n0,n1,n2,n3,n4

1 CLK,n0,n1 0.00 n2,n3,n4 0.21 n2,n3,n4

2 n2 0.00 n3,n4 0.21 n3,n4
3 n3 0.21 n4 0.00 n3

mains. Two criteria must be met during each iteration. To
ensure convergence, no net ofScan be included in allN par-
titions. Furthermore, without knowing the expected magni-
tude of the total current for each partition,S must be par-
titioned evenly, based primarily on the number of nets and
the number of PIPs attached to each net, such that the inter-
connect leakage currents for all partitions are approximately
equal. By balancing these currents, a partition containinga
fault (faulty partition) will display a higher signature current
than one that does not contain a fault (fault-free partition).

6.2. Fault Search

For simplicity and without loss of generality, assume a
binary search is used to locate a single fault, such that in
each iterationSis always divided into two partitions,P1 and
P2. If the criteria discussed in Sec. 6.1 are met, the faulty
partition will display a signature current noticeably higher
than that of the fault-free partition. The nets of the fault-
free partition, all fault-free, are therefore eliminated from
S. The reduced setS is subsequently repartitioned, and a
signature current for each partition is again obtained. The
process repeats untilScontains only the faulty net (|S|= 1).
Figure 4 shows the general fault location algorithm.

while |S| > 1
P1 . . .PN = partition(S,N)
foreach Pi

measure IDDQsigi
foreach Pi

if IDDQsigi
< max(IDDQsig1

, . . . , IDDQsigN
)

S = S - Pi

Figure 4: Fault Location Algorithm

During each iteration two current measurements are
made andS is reduced in size by two. Given an initial set
Swith M nets (|S| = M), only 2dlog2Me+1 configurations
and current measurements are required to locate the faulty
net (+1 is for the single reference current measurement and
the corresponding configuration). The number of configu-
rations and current measurements therefore scales logarith-
mically to the number of initially-suspected faulty nets: the
technique can be used even for very large FPGAs.

To detect multiple faults, the fault location algorithm is
applied independently to each partition displaying an ele-

vated signature current during a particular iteration, or to all
partitions in the case where all signature currents are equal.
To decrease the probability that all partitions of a particular
iteration display an elevated signature current, the number
of partitions ofScan be increased.

6.3. Experimental Results

6.3.1. Small FPGA

An XC3S50 is configured with a design—the decade
counter shown in Figure 5—and a fault is injected onn3

as described in Sec. 4.3.
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Figure 5: Decade Counter Sample Circuit

Table 2 shows the signature currents,IDDQsig1
and

IDDQsig2
, for partitionsP1 and P2, respectively (a binary

search is used). Iteration 0 (before beginning the actual fault
location) shows a bridging fault exists due to the larger-
than-expected signature current,IDDQsig1

. Note that because
theCLK net is driven from off-chip, setting its logic value
is done by driving either a logic-0 or logic-1 from the tester.
Additionally, the signature current of the fault-free partition
always measures 0.00 mA because the corresponding inter-
connect leakage current is negligibly small whenScontains
very few interconnects.

6.3.2. Large FPGA

An XC3S1000 is configured with a test configuration that
uses all LUTs and bistables of the device, resulting in a total
of 30720 nets initially inS. A fault, injected as described in
Sec. 4.3, is located using an automated version of the fault
location algorithm via binary search. Figure 6a shows the
signature currents for both partitions during each iteration,
plotted such thatP1 is always fault-free. The signature cur-
rent of the fault-free partition converges to zero and the sig-



nature current of the faulty partition converges to the fault
current,IDDQf ault = 0.61 mA, shown in Fig. 6b.
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Figure 6: XC3S1000 Experimental Results

Determining which partition is faulty and which is fault-
free is very easy in the automated algorithm, since dur-
ing each iteration the partitions are balanced: the differ-
ence in signature currents is always within 3% of the re-
sulting fault current. Onlydlog230720e= 15 iterations,
and thus 2dlog230720e+1= 31 configurations and current
measurements, are required to identify the faulty net.

7. Conclusion

Differential IDDQ testing shows a five-fold or greater im-
provement in fault current detectability over standardIDDQ

testing for the injected bridging defect (roughly 1 kΩ). Par-
titioning further increases the improvement at least 12-fold.
Approximately five configurations can test for all intercon-
nect bridging faults both within and between metal layers.

In addition to fault detection, fault location can be
achieved by iteratively applying partitioned differential
IDDQ testing to eliminate fault-free nets. Easily automated,
fault location requires very few configurations and cur-
rent measurements, logarithmic to the number of initially-
suspected faulty nets; it can therefore be used efficiently for
even the largest FPGAs.
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